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Predicted giant magnetic moment on non-̂n0m‰ surfaces ofd-wave superconductors
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It has been noted that the sizable areal density of midgap states which must exist on any non-$n0m% surface
of a d-wave superconductor can lead to a giant magnetic moment. Here we show that this effect is observable,
and discuss two precise ways to observe it:~i! by directly measuring magnetic moment in a system with a large
density of internal$110% surfaces, or~ii ! by performing spin-polarized tunneling on a$110% surface. In both

cases, a sufficiently large magnetic field should be applied in the@11̄0# direction. Observing these predictions
in high-Tc superconductors can provide a strong confirmation of thed-wave scenario for such materials.
@S0163-1829~99!50942-9#
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One of us has noted previously1 that the sizable area
density of midgap states~MS’s! which must exist on any
non-$n0m% surface of ad-wave superconductor~DWSC!
~with n andm integers or zero! can lead to a giant magneti
moment~GMM!. The MS’s are topological signatures of u
conventional pairing symmetry. They are nearly dispersi
less quasiparticle states, characterized by momenta alon
surface ranging from2kF to kF (kF being the Fermi mo-
memtum!, but all with the same ‘‘zero’’ energy as measur
from the Fermi energy~in the WKBJ approximation!. These
states can lead to a narrow density of states~DOS! peak at
the Fermi energy, where the integrated bulk DOS dips
zero. One of the observable consequences of these MS
therefore a zero bias conductance peak~ZBCP! in single-
particle tunneling,1–3 which has been observed ubiquitous
in high-Tc superconductors~HTSC’s! for more than a de-
cade.~See Ref. 3 for a review.! Several carefully controlled
experiments performed recently strongly supported the c
clusion that the ZBCP’s observed in them are due to s
MS’s.4 Many other consequences of the MS’s have be
predicted,5 including a contribution to Josephson tunneling6

a paramagnetic Meissner effect,7,8 and a low-temperature
anomaly in the penetration depth,9 etc. The GMM is also a
consequence of the MS’s, which has not yet been looked
experimentally, perhaps because no detailed analysis
been made on whether and how it can be observed. T
here we perform such an analysis.

An applied magnetic fieldB can have two simultaneou
effects on the surface MS’s:1,7,9 ~1! Spin shift:The MS’s are
spin eigenstates. The fieldB can cause the MS’s of one sp
to shift above the Fermi surface, and those of the other s
to shift below. If the orbital shift~described below! can be
neglected, then, when the magnitude of the spin shifts gr
past~i! the width of the MS’s peak in the DOS,~ii ! any small
nonzero energies;D0

2/EF of the MS’s, and~iii ! the thermal
energykBT, a measurement of the total magnetic momen
the system should exhibit a saturation phenomenon of a m
nitude proportional to the total number of MS’s on the s
face. This is referred to as GMM in Ref. 1.~2! Orbital shift
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~18!/12573~4!/$15.00
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~including screening current effects!: In the gauge in which
the pair-potential order parameterD is real, this effect is due
to a vector potentialA alone. The MS’s acquire energy shif
proportional to their momentak alongA. At sufficiently low
T all occupied MS’s have the same sign ofk ~in the WKBJ
approximation and neglecting the spin shift! implying a para-
magnetic equilibrium current. Higashitani7 thus proposed
that this effect could account for the observed ‘‘paramagn
Meissner effect.’’8 Another predicted consequence is a lo
temperature anomaly in theab-plane penetration depthlab

which has been observed.9

Both types of energy shifts are really present at the sa
time. Thus it is important to estimate their relative mag
tudes. We find that the conclusion depends crucially on
direction of B. Consider a thick single-crystal slab with
$110% surface, and withB applied parallel to the surface. IfB

is along@001#, the screening current is along@11̄0#, which is
denoted as they axis, with thex axis perpendicular to the
surface atx50. The spin shift has essentially the magnitu
m0B. (m0 is the Bohr magneton.! The orbital shift
follows from first-order perturbation theory, givin

2(1/c)^ ĵ•A(x)&, whereĵ is the current density operator. I

the gauge in whichD is real, A(x)52Blabexp(2x/lab)êy

.A(0)52Blabêy , because the MS’s are localized with
roughly one coherence lengthjab;15 Å from the surface,
which is much smaller thanlab;1500 Å. ~For the same
reason the spin shift sees simply the applied fieldB.! Thus
the orbital shift is.(e/mabc)kBlab . The ratio between the
magnitudes of the orbital and spin shifts is 2(me /
mab)(ukulab). The mass ratiome /mab is probably less than
unity by a factor larger than 0.2.10 k ranges essentially from
2kF to kF , and kF should be somewhat less thanp/2a,
wherea is the lattice parameter in theab plane. Thus this
ratio is around 200, showing that withB along@001# the spin
shift is negligible in comparison with the orbital shift, an
the previous analyses of the consequences of the orbital
without considering the spin shift7,9 is justified.
R12 573 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Next, letB be along@11̄0#. The screening current is the
along @001#. The same ratio in the simplest estimate is n
2(me /mc)(kzlc). The London penetration-depth formu
implies thatmc}lc

2 . Thus this energy-shift ratio is reduce
from the previous one by a factor (lab /lc), which is;1/50
for Hg-1201.11 A more careful estimate, taking into accou
~i! the tight-binding nature in thec direction, and~ii ! a kz
range from2p/c to p/c with c/a;3, reduces the energy
shift ratio to&2. We shall see that this is quite sufficient
allow the GMM to be observed. On the other hand, by for
ing NSsuperlattices, it should be possible to increaselc by
another factor of 10 or larger, then one can even explore
regime where the orbital shift is negligible. Below, we fir
consider the effects of a spin shift alone, and then comm
later on the effects of a simultaneous orbital shift of a co
parable magnitude. We shall discuss the spin magnetiza
first, and then the spin polarized tunneling conductance.
believe that the latter is a very promising way to see t
effect.

Consider first the spin magnetizationM ~which we define
as the magnetic moment per unit area per CuO2 plane!. With

M ~x![2m0@^c↑
†~x!c↑~x!&2^c↓

†~x!c↓~x!&#, ~1!

wherecs(x) is the field operator of spin-s electrons, its main
contribution from the MS’s follows easily from a perturb
tive treatment of the Bogoliubov–de Gennes~BdG!
equations,2,3 which gives

M ~x!5m0g~m0B! f ~x!, ~2!

with

g~E!5E
2`

` dv

2p
tanh~bv/2!ImS 1

v1E1 id
2

1

v2E1 id D ,

~3!

f ~x!5E
2kF

kF dk

2p
@ uuk~x!u21uvk~x!u2#, ~4!

whereb51/kBT; uk(x) andvk(x) are the electron and hol
components of the wave function of the MS of momentumk
alongy; andd.0 takes into account a finite lifetime due
surface and/or bulk scatterings. In the limitd→01,
g(E)→tanh(bE/2). In general,g is a function of bothbm0B
andbd, and is a monotonically decreasing function ofT at
any givenB and d. The largest value forg is unity, corre-
sponding tom0B@$d and kBT%. Then the total magnetic
moment per CuO2 plane, associated with the MS’s on on
$110% edge of the plane, obtained by integratingM (x) overx
and y, is equal to (2Ly /lF)m0. That is, for every Fermi
wavelength on each$110% edge of a CuO2 plane, there are
two MS electrons contributing to the GMM. This is th
maximum magnitude of the saturation phenomenon m
tioned earlier. To observe it directly, however, one needs
drastically increase the surface to volume ratio in the sam
The approach adopted in Ref. 9, where a sample is irradi
with ions along@110# in order to create a large number
straight tracks, might offer some hope.

Next we consider tunneling between a spin-polarized n
mal metal (Nsp) ~i.e., a ferromagnetic metal or a hal
metallic magnet12! and a DWSC (Sd) with a $110% surface.
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With B along@11̄0# and the orbit shift neglected, the ZBC
should split into two peaks at nonzero voltages where
Fermi level of each spin species inNsp matches the shifted
energy of the MS’s inSd of the same spin. The relative
heights of these two peaks should depend directly on the
polarization inNsp . Below we make these statements mo
quantitative by considering the effects of finite peak wid
and temperature.

We assume, for simplicity, that both sides of the juncti
have the same carrier type and density, and the sametwo-
dimensionalband dispersion~with HTSC’s in mind!. We
also assume that the carriers are electrons with charge2e
,0 and a gyromagnetic ratiog52ge/2mec with g52.
Later we will comment on the effects of replacing these
sumptions by more realistic ones, such as a thr
dimensional band dispersion forNsp , and different carrier
types and densities in the two sides of the junction.

The zero-field polarization inNsp is defined to be

P[~n↑2n↓!/~n↑1n↓!, ~5!

where ns is the density of spin-s electrons atB50. We
consider P.0. The zero-field Fermi energies for spins

electrons inNsp can then be expressed asEF,s
(0)/ĒF

(0)51

1sP @s51(21) for spin ↑(↓)], where ĒF
(0)5(EF,↑

(0)

1EF,↓
(0) )/2, and is equal to the Fermi energyEF in Sd due to

our simplifying assumptions. The single-particle excitatio
in this system are governed by the BdG equations,13

S Ĥ↑ D

D* 2Ĥ↓
D S u

v D 5eS u

v D , ~6!

whereĤs(x) is equal top2/2m1sm0B2EF,s
(0) for x,0 ~i.e.,

in Nsp , valid for EF,↑
(0) .m0B only!, and to p2/2m

1sm0B(x)2EF for x.0 @i.e., in Sd , B(x).B for the
MS’s#. The pair potentialD vanishes inNsp , and is assumed
to bex independent inSd . ~Its self-consistency need not b
considered, for the MS’s are topological.! e is the quasipar-
ticle energy measured from the chemical potential, which
5EF because we take the bottom of the conduction band
Sd to be zero. The bottom of the conduction band of ea
spin in Nsp is then not zero, and has been absorbed in
definition of EF,s

(0) . In momentum space, thed-wave pair po-
tential D(kF) is taken to beD0cos(2u22a), whereu anda
are the angles thatkF and the crystala axis make with thex
axis. We considera5p/4. At x50 a d-function barrier,
Hd(x), is assumed. All wave vectors are two dimension
due to our assumptions. InNsp , the two-component quasi
particle wave function is, aside from a factor exp(iqyy),

Cs5cs,qx
2asc2s,kx

2bscs,2qx
, ~7!

wherecs,qx
5csexp(iqxx)/Auvqx

u with c↑5(0
1) for a spin-up

electron, and c↓5(1
0) for a spin-down hole, andvqx

5de/dqx is the qroup velocity. The first term in the righ
hand side of Eq.~7! expresses the incoming quasipartic
with spins and wave numberqx normal to the interface. The
other two terms correspond to Andreev and ordinary refl
tions, respectively, withas and bs their respective coeffi-
cients. Equaion ~6! gives \2qx

2/2m5EF,s
(0)2sm0B1se
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2\2qy
2/2m, and \2kx

2/2m5EF,2s1sm0B2se2\2qy
2/2m.

The transmitted wave inSd is a linear combination of outgo
ing waves~from the interface! that are solutions of the BdG
equations for a bulk DWSC. Matching the wave function
the interface givesas , bs , and other coefficients in the trans
mitted waves.

The tunneling conductanceG ~normalized to unity atEF
@eV@D0 when T, P, andB are all 0! is calculated using
the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk formalism:14,15

G52
\2

4qF
E

0

`

qdqE
2p/2

p/2

df
q cosf

m

3H (
s5↑,↓

f 8~se1eV!@11As~e,f!2Bs~e,f!#J ,

~8!

wheref is the angle betweenq and thex axis, e(s,q,f) is
given in the previous paragraph,qF[(2mEF)1/2/\,
f (e)[1/@exp(e/kBT)11#, and As[uasu2, Bs[ubsu2. For nu-
merical calculation, we takeD0 /EF50.08 as a typical value
for HTSC’s. The dimensionless barrier parameter isZ
5H/\Am/2EF.14 Figure 1 givesG as a function ofV at Z
55, for B5T50 and form0B50.03D0 , kBT5(0, 0.2, and
0.4)m0B, for a nonmagneticNsp , P50. At B50, we get
the ZBCP as observed in many experiments. AtBÞ0, the
conductance peak splits into two peaks ateV56m0B which
correspond to the energy levels of the surface states of
ferent spins in the superconductor~SC!.

At m0B@(kBT and the peaks’ width!, the spin-down sur-
face states with energye52m0B are occupied with elec
trons, whereas the spin-up surface states at energy1m0B are
empty. As a voltageV.0 is applied betweenNsp and Sd ,
the chemical potential inNsp is lowered byeV. The spin-
down electrons in the surface states inSd will tunnel into Nsp
only wheneV increases pastm0B, leading to a steplike in-

FIG. 1. Normalized tunneling conductanceG between an unpo-
larized (P50) normal metal and ad-wave superconductor with a
$110% surface, as a function of voltageV, for B50, T50, andB
50.03D0 /m0 at three values ofT. The interfacial barrier paramete
Z55. Only the contributions from the midgap states are includ
t

if-

crease in the tunneling current, or a conductance peak.
negative voltageV is applied betweenNsp and Sd , the
chemical potential inNsp is increased byeuVu. When it ex-
ceedsm0B, The spin-up electrons inNsp can then tunnel into
the empty spin-up MS’s inSd , leading also to a peak inG.

Figure 2~a! gives a similar plot forG at P50.5 ~without
the B50 case, which does not change withP). The two
conductance peaks ateV56m0B now have different
heights. The peak associated with tunneling of spin-do
electrons is lower, because their Fermi velocity inNsp is
smaller. ~The DOS in two dimensions is a constant of e
ergy, otherwise there would be another source for the he
difference.! Figure 2~b! givesG whenNsp is fully polarized,
P51, as found in some half-metallic magnets.12 In this case
only one peak appears, which is associated with the tun
ing of spin-up electrons.

The absolute heights of these peaks have meaning, aG
has been normalized. Note that the conductance peaks

.

FIG. 2. Similar plots forG except that the normal metal is~a!
50% (P50.5), ~b! 100% (P51), spin polarized. Only theBÞ0
case is plotted since theB50 case is practically independent ofP.
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higher for largerZ. At the same time, they become narrowe
This is because, for higher barriers, the lifetimes of the s
face states inSd become longer, and there is a sharper re
nance between the particles fromNsp and the MS’s inSd .
Therefore, to detect the GMM this way, it is preferable
work in the ‘‘tunneling limit,’’ i.e., when the interfacial bar
rier is high.

A typical value for D0 in HTSC’s is about 16.5 meV
Then to reach the energy 0.03D0, the magnetic field needs t
be around 8.6 Tesla. In addition, 0.03D0 in temperature is
about 5.7 K. To measure such an energy shift, the exp
ment should be performed at liquid helium or lower tempe
tures.

If an orbital shift of the same order as the spin shift
present in the system, then each peak will become wider
approximately rectangularly shaped. But the effects p
dicted here are still observable, even if the maximum orb
shift is, say, three times larger than the spin shift. Correct
to the WKBJ approximation has been neglected, otherw
m0B might have to be larger to see this effect.~Accurate
estimate of this correction is difficult, but it is of the ord
D0

2/EF .)
If the carrier density inNsp is different from that inSd , or

if the band dispersion relations of the two sides are differe
then the main effects, as far as we can see, are~i! a change in
the absolute magnitude of the tunneling conductance wh
does not affect the normalized conductance;~ii ! a strongerP
dependence due to the energy dependence of the DOS inNsp
~without changing the limiting behavior atP51); and~iii ! a
change in the ordinary reflection coefficient at the interfa
r
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which can be simulated with an effectiveZ. Even when the
carriers inSd are holes, and those inNsp are electrons, we
still find no essential change in our predictions.

In summary, we have analyzed in detail the giant m
netic moment that can result from the midgap states on
$110% surface of ad-wave superconductor. With high-Tc su-
perconductors most likely havingd-wave pairing, this pre
dicted giant magnetic moment should be observable e
directly in samples with a high concentration of intern
$110% surfaces generated by ion irradiation, or, with be
promise, by measuring the tunneling conductance betwe
spin-polarized normal metal and a high-Tc superconducto
with a $110% surface. At a large enough external magne
field applied along@11̄0#, and low enough temperature, th
ZBCP is shown to split into two peaks, with their relati
heights determined by the polarization of the normal m
because each peak is associated with a single spin. S
these predicted effects are rather difficult to simulate w
other physics @such as the Appelbaum-Anderso
mechanism16 as an alternative possible explanation of
observed ZBCP~Ref. 3!#, observing these predictions ca
provide a particularly strong confirmation on the existence
the midgap states and unconventional pairing, and rem
any remaining suspicion that the observed ZBCP’s might
be due to the midgap states.17
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